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At the Crossroads

2018-09-26

john the baptist sits in a dungeon wondering was jesus really the one knowing she can no longer hide her son jochebed struggles to
place her baby moses into a basket and his life into god s hands joseph battles feelings of humiliation and betrayal while
wondering what he could possibly offer the messiah most of us have never had superhuman strength or slain a giant with a slingshot
but like the heroes of the bible we eventually all find ourselves at a crossroads where we need to make hard choices to obey god
or turn away to trust god or give in to fear to accept god s sovereignty even when we don t understand him the monologues in at
the crossroads portray familiar people from the bible at crossroads of their own facing challenges and choices that in many ways
mirror our own let their choices inspire yours

Christ at the Crossroads

1998-03

chuck swindoll invites the reader to examine some of the crossroads in jesus own life and ministry with a view to equipping us to
handle those life changing decisions that come at the crossroads of every life

I Will Meet You at the Crossroads

2010-01-01

this book is dedicated to all those palestinian freedom fighters who have laid down their lives in the noble cause of freeing
their lands and on behalf of all muslims who are defendingal aqsa mosque moreover on behalf of all humanity symbolizing a ray of
hope against illegal and unjust occupation of the aggressor descriptor s islamic epistemology judaism the holy koran arab israeli
conflict zionism revolutions hegemonism civilization

Mission at the Crossroads

1994

albert y hsu provides a balanced biblical understanding of christian singleness that debunks the myth of the gift of singleness
and honors singleness as a status equal to marriage includes an interview with john stott

MANKIND AT THE CROSSROADS.

2023

metaphor and metonymy at the crossroads is a collection of essays most of them written from a cognitive linguistics standpoint by
leading specialists in the fields of conceptual metaphor and metonymy and conceptual integration blending the book has two main
goals one of them is to discuss in new provocative ways the nature of these conceptual mappings in english and their interaction
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the other goal is to explore by means of several detailed case studies the central role of these mappings in english the studies
are thus concerned with the operation of metaphor and metonymy in discourse including literary discourse or with the effect of
metaphorical and or metonymic mappings on some aspects of linguistic structure be it polysemy or grammar the book is of interest
to students and researchers in english and linguistics english literature cognitive psychology and cognitive science

Singles at the Crossroads

1997-10-27

when you find yourself at a crossroad in the journey of life this uplifting book will provide you with guidance insights and
wisdom sagar amlani shares how perseverance and gratitude served so well core values in creating his own way forward when the path
ahead was not clear you too will find your forward in life and you will be well served to have this wonderful book as your
companion and your guide ron kaufman new york times bestselling author of uplifting service being at the crossroads can be
confusing roads lead in different directions but you don t know if any of them will take you to your destination and when the same
thing happens in critical life situations it can be crushing you feel overwhelmed and lost imagine how sagar must have felt then
many a time he found himself at the crossroads of life but each time he managed to carve out a path to go where he wanted to after
the mumbai floods of 2005 almost destroyed his life he picked up the pieces put himself through a premier b school abroad and
became a successful corporate leader entrepreneur and global speaker how using his intellect willpower resourcefulness and values
sagar realised that this is the magic formula one needs to succeed in life and through this book sagar shares his formula with you
his inspiring story which moves from mumbai to england to nashik to hyderabad gives you an insight into how you can achieve your
dreams if sagar could do it so can you

Mankind at the Crossroads

1923

this book investigates the importance of printing in early modern central europe revealing a complicated web of connections
linking printers and scholars jews and christians from the baltic to the adriatic

Linguistics at the Crossroads

1977

this is a book about the enormous changes that took place at baylor university from 1991 to 2003 as seen through the perceptive
eyes of its provost at the time donald d schmeltekopf on the front end was the charter revision a change that permanently
restructured the legal governance of the university on the back end was baylor 2012 a grand vision for the university issued by
the board of regents on september 21 2001 there were several critical crossroads along the way to what has now been created at
baylor a christian research university one of a kind among church related universities in the protestant orbit these memoirs tell
the story of this transformation from the perspective of one who was leading at the crossroads

Metaphor and Metonymy at the Crossroads

2012-10-24

human rights at the crossroads brings together preeminent and emerging voices within human rights studies to think creatively
about problems beyond their own disciplines and to critically respond to what appear to be intractable problems within human
rights theory and practice it provides an integrative and interdisciplinary answer to the existing academic status quo with broad
implications for future theory and practice in all fields dealing with the problems of human rights theory and practice
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At the Crossroads of Life

2021-02-13

the mood of the first u of m u s japan auto conference in january 1981 could only be described as electric people wanted to know
what our problems were and how we could begin to solve them inherent in the latter issue was the questions what could we learn
from the japanese one left the conference with a sense that there was a call for action a mandate to address the problems facing
industry the mood about a year later at the march 1982 u s japan auto conference was far more subdued while undoubtedly this
reflected the stream of statistics confirming the continually depressed state of the industry another dynamic was possibly
operating as well whereas the 1981 conference was electric a state of mind which flowed from a certain frustration at seemingly
overwhelming difficulties and often vague expectations of what we might learn from the japanese the 1982 conference was more
workmanlike in the sense that speakers discussed specifically what progress was being made in addressing problems this more
subdued pragmatic approach continued throughout wand was reinforced by workshops held the day after the main conference instead of
discussing the virtues of the just in time system in japan speakers addressed the practical problems of introducing such a system
in the u s firms instead of railing about the benefits or failings of regulation of the industry they discussed what we could
reasonably expect from regulation instead of exhorting the industry to adopt japanese practices willy nilly they focused on some
of the limitations of the japanese model in a range of different areas instead of trying to identify some magic key to japanese
success in the automotive industry they discussed the interrelationships among various factors at the same they continued to
explore the basic issues transforming the auto industry worldwide in this connection they sought to unravel some of the
complexities associated with the internalization of the auto industry and trade obligations under the gatt

Mankind at the Crossroads

1924

in an atmosphere of growing skepticism and discouragement what hope has theology for the future and what sources might deliver
that hope in this astute analysis of protestant theology today gerhard sauter sets himself to help theology answer critical
questions and accomplish crucial tasks in order to move forward with hope protestant theology at the crossroads examines
contextual theology in which particular cultural heritages race and gender economic conditions and the structure of social life
inform the teachings of the faith rather than vice versa how for example do we approach the crisis in american self understanding
caused by terrorism do changes in european politics alter our theological perceptions sauter argues that dogmatics properly
understood as the process of theological reasoning that supports the life of the church can and should be used as the tool to save
theology dogmatics he says can break through pious isolationism and converge with genuine public theology leading to the church s
understanding of its own essence

Print Culture at the Crossroads

2021-08-30

the gospel of thomas is one of the most debated early christian writings discovered as a coptic translation in the nag hammadi
library its date message and relation to the canonical gospels have been the subject of much divisive argument this book offers
new perspectives on the gospel and demonstrates the various ways in which it sheds light on the ideological and social history of
early christianity expert scholars go to the heart of current issues in thomasine studies such as the role of oral and written
traditions in the composition of the gospel thomas relationship with the gospel of john and with gnostic and ascetic tendencies in
early christianity the gospel s attitude to women followers of jesus and to jewish ritual practices
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Baylor at the Crossroads

2015-09-01

qualitative inquiry at a crossroads critically reflects on the ever changing dynamics of qualitative research in the contemporary
moment we live at a crossroads in which the spaces for critical civic discourse are narrowing in which traditional political
ideologies are now questioned there is no utopian vision on the horizon only fear and doubt the moral and ethical foundations of
democracy are under assault global inequality is on the rise facts are derided as fake news an uncertain future stands at our door
premised on the belief that our troubled times call for a critical inquiry that matters a discourse committed to a politics of
resistance a politics of possibility leading international contributors from the united states united kingdom australia spain
norway and denmark present a range of perspectives challenges and opportunities for the field in so doing they wrestle with
questions concerning the intersecting vectors of method politics and praxis more specifically contributors engage with issues
ranging from indigenous and decolonizing methods arts based research and intersectionality to debates over the research
marketplace accountability metrics and emergent forays into post qualitative inquiry

Human Rights at the Crossroads

2013-01-10

in 1991 ireland was in the midst of a devastating recession thousands of young irish men and women had emigrated over the previous
decade and divisive social and moral debates on abortion and divorce had rocked irish society the great pillars of society
politics and religion were beginning to crumble a process that continued in subsequent years as both institutions were hit by
scandal a questioning of the values on which ireland had been built had begun with an apparently unbridgeable divide opening
between traditionalists and modernizers at the start of the decade the modernizers appeared to have won with the election as
president of the iconic mary robinson irish times columnist john waters captured the zeitgeist of the time with the hugely
successful jiving at the crossroads which sold over 50 000 copies a defining book of the era its success was partly due to its
remarkable blending of social cultural commentary with personal memoir at the emotional core of the book was the relationship
between waters and his father and the story of ireland was intricately woven into this powerful narrative it was the first in a
long line of books to question the very notion of modern irish identity and to examine the deep rooted tensions at the heart of
the irish psyche twenty years later much has changed in ireland and yet jiving at the crossroads remains a deeply resonant book
particularly in the light of the remarkable rise and precipitous fall of the celtic tiger and the fresh questioning of how we got
where we are now this twentieth anniversary reissue of a landmark book with a new introduction will be welcomed by those who
remember it and will be a fascinating insight for a new generation of irish people it is published in parallel with a brand new
book by john waters when we are free which takes up the story of jiving twenty years on to reflect on ireland and the irish in
2011

Industry at the Crossroads

1982-01-01

the author a modern catholic writer philosopher sets forth his views on christian education

Protestant Theology at the Crossroads

2007-04-26

photonics and nanotechnology are popular emerging fields of technology this proceedings volume contains over 12 selected papers
from the international workshop and conference on photonics and nanotechnology icpn 2007 held in pattaya thailand from december 16
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18 2007 the papers cover a wide range of topics from optical and nonlinear optical physics to nanoelectronics

Medicare at the Crossroads

1984

matsuyama kaze is a ronin or masterless samurai kaze must travel across japan until he fulfills a promise made to his dying lord
and lady to find their nine year old daughter

Thomas at the Crossroads

1998-10-01

western culture has a long and fraught history of cultural appropriation a history that has particular resonance within
performance practice patrice pavis asks what is at stake politically and aesthetically when cultures meet at the crossroads of
theatre a series of major recent productions are analysed including peter brook s mahabharata cixous mnouchkine s indiande and
barba s faust these focus discussions on translation appropriation adaptation cultural misunderstanding and theatrical exploration
never losing sight of the theatrical experience pavis confronts problems of colonialism anthropology and ethnography this signals
a radical movement away from the director and the word towards the complex relationship between performance performer and
spectator despite the problematic politics of cultural exchange in the theatre interculturalism is not a one sided process using
the metaphor of the hourglass to discuss the transfer between source and target culture pavis asks what happens when the hourglass
is turned upside down when the foreign culture speaks for itself

Qualitative Inquiry at a Crossroads

2019-03-14

a philosophical novel about exploitation in particular the evangelical factor olumofin a nigerian attorney now living in the us
stands at the intersection of culture crossings implicating the fate of his african identity within the american world especially
that of his intended intimacy with an african american creole in an attempt to come to terms with the past initiated by present
criminal currents in the news media regarding the depraved religious practices of his estranged father he unleashes through
shifting thought processes that crosses from lagos to new orleans the demons of exploitation humorous as well as tragic that have
defined his colonial upbringing and the cross cultural paths of his future african american in laws

Jiving at the Crossroads

2011

this is a collection of discussions and presentations collected from the seminar guyana at the crossroads held on november 1 1991
was sponsored and organized by the caribbean resources development foundation cardev in association with the north south center
university of miami and florida international university the main objective of the seminar was to provide an open nonpartisan
forum for discussion of ideas policies and directions of change in political and economic arenas to this end cardev invited
government spokesmen and leaders of the major opposition parties to participate in presentations and panel discussions

Education at the Crossroads

1943-01-01
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drawing on research and interviews in an ongoing project on black professionals in the us and utilizing the postfigurative
cofigurative and prefigurative models of anthropologist margaret mead benjamin has provided a neat structure to understand 20th
century us cultural values through the window of the african american community recommended for a variety of readers and students
of the 20th century choice magazine

World At The Crossroads: New Conflicts New Solutions A - Proceedings Of The 43rd
Pugwash Conference On Science And World Affairs

1994-11-08
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Death at the Crossroads

1999

this volume brings together fifteen papers which address key issues in the field of hellenistic studies in using modern critical
approaches the authors discuss the genre style narrative and aesthetics of post classical literature and highlight its cultural
and ideological contexts by reassessing conventional views and methods the volume aims at providing new insights into hellenistic
literature

Theatre at the Crossroads of Culture

2003-09-02

latin at the crossroads of identity is an investigation as much of the premodern functions of the latin language as of the ways
ethno linguistic national identities were being constructed through the language debates of late eighteenth early nineteenth
century kingdom of hungary

Camwood at Crossroads

2007-01-23

the sentries watch and record each new incident growing more haggard event by event but never tiring of the dramas that unfold so
characters can reach a greater understanding of themselves through each harrowing event at crossroads an emotionally complex
vision of real world events and feelings are cast in mystery and brought to life through period antiques found there each event
manifested from the period piece leads the character into a deep chasm of discovery brought on by that single piece of antiquity
that calls to them from their past for calvin johnson a southern redneck his reformation began when he picks up an old toy tractor
that reminds him of his childhood in the hour that follows his present day belligerence and disdain for existing social norms are
permanently altered the sole witness to this epiphany is a strange old woman silent yet wise kind yet cruel harbored in this
ancient location kept company only by the sentries at the crossroads grace s resurrection from an out of control gambler begins as
a mad dash through the junk store with her best friend theresa their goal is to find the most outrageous trinket possible grace is
sure she won she has but not by finding the most outrageous trinket chris s metamorphosis from a man of handicap to one of health
who in turns wields out handicap begins when he finds an old walking stick he leaves the store with that stick and an appreciation
for so much more rutherford s awakening to the harsh reality of bigotry comes in the color of another man s skin the temptress of
bigotry is known to him but after his experience he knows it will never suck him in again janette s acknowledgement of the person
she has become comes to her upon the death of her alter consciousness she realizes it is the death of her alter ego and vows to
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change her ways to avoid this reality in her everyday life the strength of family is revealed to alex during the hell of war and
survival family will never be shirked again in his life joseph finds an inner strength to persevere only to have it ripped from
his fingers his appreciation of inner strength leadership and accomplishment will never be the same lisa discovers unknown truths
that shatter her beliefs in the world she so carefully construes it defies her logic but makes her understand what a pupil on the
world stage she was rod finds the euphoria of his past only to have it stripped away he comes to realize that some things never
change wayne rediscovers integrity to guide him on a straighter path he realizes he never should have left it behind through it
all the caretaker observes watching each and every stage play evolve before her she does not participate only witnesses the
harrowing events that changes each character forever her only comrades are the sentries that stand guard in the blazing sun at the
crossroads she knows the stories of the items she watches over she observes the reactions of each character that become bound to
her charges she possesses the knowledge to understand each event unfolds with difference before her boredom never comes to visit
her or the sentries they wait patiently and know that a new event will unfold before them soon new people that visit the old store
usually leave with a useless item of antiquity all leave with a new understanding of their life the old woman watches as they
depart with their worthless trinkets and she wonders if the true lesson learned at the crossroads will stay with them longer

Guyana at the Crossroads

2021-09-30

an ideal introduction to thoughtful christian engagement at the intersection of the biblical story and the contemporary world

Three Black Generations at the Crossroads

2000

caroline watches eagerly as buildings spring up overnight and more and more families move into the growing town of brookfield
wisconsin there are all sorts of exciting new things for caroline to do but mother keeps saying she wants to move to a larger farm
will caroline have to say goodbye to brookfield

My Life at Crossroads

1975

this book was written as a plea to the muslims to avoid a blind imitation of western social forms and values and to try to
preserve instead their islamic heritage which once upon a time had been responsible for the many sided historical phenomenon
comprised in the term muslim civilisation it clarifies something of the tragic confusion nowadays prevailing in the muslim world

ライク・ア・ローリング・ストーン

2006-06

reviewing epidemiological and demographic trends internationally this book provides an overview of major health trends summarises
the current state of the world s health and reviews recent estimates of the global burden of disease

Hellenistic Studies at a Crossroads

2014-07-08

this group of essays addresses issues affecting the colonial territories of the caribbean that have arisen from recent changes in
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their administration international globalization the end of the cold war urban economic success and the consolidation of
neoconservative ideology in europe and north america that questions the terms of colonial arrangements individual papers discuss
these issues in the french antilles curacao aruba and puerto rico as well as the region as a whole ramos teaches social sciences
rivera political science both at the u of puerto rico the contributors are professors in these fields as well as economics and
geography at universities in the us australia and latin america c book news inc

Latin at the Crossroads of Identity

2015

is carl andersen innocent of murder or a very good liar detective chief inspector maigret has been interrogating the enigmatic
danish aristocrat for seventeen hours a diamond merchant was found dead shot at point blank range in the garage of andersen s
mansion yet he will not confess to the crime to get to the truth maigret must delve into the secrets of three widows crossroads
the isolated neighbourhood where he lives with his mysterious reclusive sister else and where it seems everyone has something to
hide

Personality at the Crossroads

1977

Crossroads of Souls

2015-04-21

Living at the Crossroads

2008-11

Little Town at the Crossroads

2007-09

Islam at the Crossroads

2005-03-31

Public Health at the Crossroads

2004-04-22
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Islands at the Crossroads

2001-01-01

Night at the Crossroads

2024-06-06
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